Call for Participants: Temporal Tantrum Print Exchange
Spudnik Press is very excited to announce its first print exchange since 2012
curated by Thorsten Sahlin. Temporal Tantrum is an opportunity for printmakers
to examine the universal, yet highly subjective, experience that is the passage of
time. Whether you view time as a four-dimensional exercise in simultaneity, or
as the linear tick tock of a watch, you are invited to contribute to this timely
print exchange.
This member print exchange highlights artwork by 17 members of the Spudnik
Press community as well as selections from 3 artists beyond our immediate
membership whose artwork addresses the themes of the portfolio.
The portfolio culminates in an exhibition at Spudnik Press Cooperative, and
each participant will receive a complete portfolio with 20 prints in a protective
portfolio case.

Temporal Tantrum
The passage of time is a universal yet highly subjective experience that can be
measured in countless ways. From time travel theory, to poaching an egg, to
sleeping, all have vast temporal implications.
In art, time is often addressed through the medium of film, but how does one
confront it in a static medium such as printmaking? The Temporal Tantrum print
exchange is an opportunity for artists to examine their own perception of time,
and to investigate it through their preferred printing process.
Theme: Temporal Tantrum
Curator: Thorsten Sahlin
Paper Size: 11” x 14”
Medium: Fine art print; No digital prints.
Number of Participants: 20
Edition Size: 23 signed and numbered prints
Participation Fee: $20 payable to Spudnik Press upon acceptance*
*Fee covers the cost of the colophon and portfolio case.
Spudnik Press Members:
Participation is open to the first 17 members to respond. Please include name,
website, and phone number.
Non-Members:
Email Thorstensahlin@gmail.com. Please include name, CV, website, phone
number and 2-3 work samples. Samples should be aesthetically comparable to
the work you intend to contribute to the exchange.
Timeline:
Deadline to Apply: January 10, 2016
Notification (Non-Members): January 17, 2016
Drop Out Deadline: April 10, 2016
Deadline to Receive Prints: May 15, 2016
Exhibition: June 17 – July 30, 2016
Artist Reception: June 17, 6-9pm

